Science Fiction is a **Setting** (and Fantasy is too!)

### Mystery
- The City & The City by China Miéville
- Dreamer’s Pool by Juliet Marillier
- Harper Connelly series by Charlaine Harris
- Sookie Stackhouse series by Charlaine Harris
- Storm Front by Jim Butcher
- Midnight, Texas trilogy by Charlaine Harris
- Midnight Riot by Ben Aaronovitch
- A Murder in Time by Julie McElwain

### Romance
- Arcane Society Series by Jayne Ann Krentz
- Beguilement by Lois McMaster Bujold
- Crosstalk by Connie Willis
- Gabriel’s Ghost by Linnea Sinclair
- 500 Kingdoms series by Mercedes Lackey
- One Dozen Daughters series by Mercedes Lackey
- Shades of Milk and Honey by Mary Robinette Kowal

### Thriller
- Altered Carbon by Richard K. Morgan
- Amberlough by Laura Elena Donnelly
- Artemis by Andy Weir
- Brilliance by Marcus Sakey
- Gunpowder Moon by David Pedreira
- Odd Thomas by Dean Koontz

### Western
- Boneshaker by Cherie Priest
- Dark Run by Mike Brooks
- The Gunslinger by Stephen King
- Karen Memory by Elizabeth Bear
- River of Teeth by Sarah Gailey
- The Six-Gun Tarot by R.S. Belcher
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